
This guideline is designed for the general use of most patients but may need to be adapted 

to meet the special needs of a specific patient as determined by the medical practitioner.

 Approved by MSEC 9/2/20.

If comments about this guideline, please contact Leslie_Herrmann@ykhc.org.

Expected Death Protocol

Clinical Protocol

Patient with serious illness with expected death.

Preparation, as appropriate

• Complete Medical Orders for the Scope of Treatment (MOST) order form. Review with patient and family regularly.

• Review DNR/DNI status at least once an admission.

• Place DNR/DNI order in RAVEN.

• Update code status on RAVEN banner by going to Ad hoc → Code Status form.

• Remember, all decisions regarding end-of-life care may be modified at any time per patient and family wishes.

• Complete Expected Home Death form and send to AST/BPD. 

• Communicate with village health aides.

• Place on RAVEN banner by going to AdHoc → Patient Registries and check off “Expected Home Death.”

• When discharging home, ensure all support is in place, including family care plan, comfort meds (consider sublingual 

morphine and lorazepam), incontinence supplies, etc.

When death appears imminent

• Communicate with nurses or health aides and family. Speaker phone and/or 

Vidyo are very helpful for village communication.

• Be supportive of staff, especially health aides. Be as present as possible. 

Caring for a dying patient is very stressful, especially for newer health aides; 

good communication can decrease some of the burden they feel.

After a home death has occurred

• Medical providers can pronounce death remotely after speaking with a qualified representative, which 

includes health aides. Representative must ascertain that there is no heart beat or spontaneous breathing.

• Send Expected Home Death form to the State Medical Examiner and AST/BPD. If this form was not 

completed prior to death but would have been indicated, it is acceptable to fill it out after death. This will 

expedite things for the family.

• Contact CHAP on call to request support for health aides.

Documentation

• Death Note in RAVEN should be an Alert Note that includes: time of death, ME case 

number (if applicable), Life Alaska reference number, circumstances of death, and 

documentation that all required notifications have occurred. May use Free Text template 

and autotext “..death” for a fillable note.

• Forward death note to Chief of Staff and designated Medical Records representative.

• Complete the Death Certificate Worksheet for deaths that are not ME cases.

• If death occurred in the hospital, complete Notification of Death form.

Helpful Forms

Note: Copies of the death packet are also kept on the 

inpatient unit.

• Medical Orders for the Scope of Treatment (MOST)

• Expected Home Death

• Death Certificate Worksheet

• Notification of Death

Notifications

• State Medical Examiner (888 332-3273) only if manner of death was unrelated to terminal illness and/or suspicious in any way.

• Life Alaska (888 543-3287) if patient was <85 years. Obtain reference number.

• AST(800 478-9112) if in village or BPD (543-3781). Even if an Expected Home Death form has been completed, law enforcement 

requests a phone call at the time of death.
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Helpful Phone Numbers

• Alaska State Medical Examiner: 888 332-3273

• Life Alaska: 907 562-5433

• Alaska State Troopers (AST): 800 478-9112

• Bethel Police Department (BPD): 543-3781
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Unexpected Death Protocol

Clinical Protocol

• Communicate with nurses or health aides and family. 

Speaker phone and/or Vidyo are very helpful for 

village communication.

• Be supportive of staff, especially health aides. Be as 

present as possible. Caring for a dying patient is very 

stressful, especially for newer health aides; good 

communication can decrease some of the burden they 

feel.

• If death occurred in a village, contact CHAP on call 

to provide support to health aides.

• Medical providers can pronounce death remotely 

after speaking with a qualified representative, which 

includes health aides. Representative must ascertain 

that there is no heart beat or spontaneous breathing.

Documentation

• Death Note in RAVEN should be an Alert Note that includes: time of death, ME case number 

(if applicable), Life Alaska reference number, circumstances of death, and documentation that 

all required communication has occurred. May use Free Text template and autotext “..death” for 

a fillable note.

• Forward death note to Chief of Staff and designated Medical Records representative.

• Complete the Death Certificate Worksheet for deaths that are not ME cases.

• If death occurred in the hospital, complete Notification of Death form.

Helpful Forms

Note: Copies of the death packet are also kept in the ED and inpatient.

• Death Certificate Worksheet

• Notification of Death

Required Notifications

Ensure you have next of kin’s name and phone 

number prior to making these calls.

• If death occurred outside of hospital, call AST (800 

478-9112) if in village and BPD (543-3781) if in Bethel.

• State Medical Examiner (888 332-3273).

• Life Alaska (888 543-3287) if <85 years old. Obtain 

reference number.
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Unexpected patient death occurs.

Death due to known medical causeFetal/neonatal death:

Was there a heartbeat at birth?
Unknown cause of death (found 

at home, sudden unexpected 

infant death (SUID), etc.)

or

Other cause of death (trauma, 

homicide, suicide, etc.)Diagnosis is neonatal death.

RAVEN chart made. Birth 

certificate generated.

≥ 21 weeks 

AND 

> 500 grams?

No

Diagnosis is 

miscarriage. Follow 

appropriate protocols 

and document in 

mother’s chart.

Diagnosis is fetal 

demise. Document 

in mother’s chart. 

No birth certificate 

is generated.

• Notify Medical Examiner.

• Notify State Epidemiology.

• Examine fetus. Document exam in 

mother’s chart using Free Text template and 

autotext “..fetaldemise” for a fillable note.

• Examine placenta, membranes, and cord. 

Send for pathology.

• See Stillbirth Procedure for guidance on 

additional testing.

• If family requests autopsy or genetic 

testing, please contact Lab Director during 

business hours.

• Notify Medical Examiner.

• Notify State Epidemiology.

• Examine fetus. Document exam in 

mother’s chart using Free Text template and 

autotext “..fetaldemise” for a fillable note.

• Examine placenta, membranes, and cord. 

Send for pathology.

• See Stillbirth Procedure for guidance on 

additional testing.

• If family requests autopsy or genetic 

testing, please contact Lab Director during 

business hours.

No Yes
• Leave all medical devices (airway, IV, etc.) in 

place.

• If in Bethel, ensure that Bethel Police 

Department has been notified and follow their 

instructions.

• If in a village, ask if village law enforcement is 

available. If not, ask a health aide to be the 

point person for the troopers. Ensure that the 

scene is safe. Instruct the CHA/P to make sure 

no one touches or covers the body or anything 

around it. Call the Alaska State Troopers and 

make a report. Give the CHA/P’s cell phone 

number to the troopers.

• Whenever possible, talk to the family directly. 

Express condolences and tell them that no one 

may touch, cover, or move the body. Explain 

that this is so that we can help them find 

answers about what happened.

• If other people in the home may be at risk, 

notify OCS or APS, as appropriate.

Yes

Helpful Phone Numbers

• Alaska State Medical Examiner: 888 332-3273

• Life Alaska: 907 562-5433

• Alaska State Troopers (AST): 800 478-9112

• Bethel Police Department (BPD): 543-3781

• State Epidemiology: 907 269-8000

• OCS Intake (for reports): 800 478-4444

• APS Intake (for reports): 800 478-9996
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